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Origin of improved luminescence efficiency after annealing of Ga „In…NAs
materials grown by molecular-beam epitaxy
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Positron-annihilation measurements and nuclear reaction analysis@utilizing the 14N(d,p)15N and
14N(d,He)12C reactions# in conjunction with Rutherford backscattering spectrometry in the
channeling geometry were used to study the defects in as-grown Ga~In!NAs materials grown by
molecular beam epitaxy using a radio-frequency plasma nitrogen source. Our data unambiguously
show the existence of vacancy-type defects, which we attribute to Ga vacancies, and nitrogen
interstitials in the as-grown nitride–arsenide epilayers. These point defects, we believe, are
responsible for the low luminescence efficiency of as-grown Ga~In!NAs materials and the enhanced
diffusion process during annealing. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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Group III-nitride arsenides are very promising materi
for 1.3 and 1.55mm telecommunication optoelectronic d
vices grown on GaAs substrates.1–4 It is well known that the
incorporation of nitrogen into GaAs causes the bulk ba
gap to decrease dramatically, but it also deteriorates the c
talline quality of Ga~In!NAs materials.1,2,5 Many studies
have shown that annealing significantly improves the lu
nescence efficiency of these alloys@the photoluminescenc
~PL! intensity typically increases by a factor of 20#, which
has been attributed to a significant reduction in the conc
tration of competing nonradiative defects,1,2,6 but it also re-
sults in a blueshift of the emission. The blueshift has be
attributed to nitrogen outdiffusion and group I
interdiffusion.2,6,8 The identity of the nonradiative defect
however, remains unclear. The defects present in as-gr
Ga~In!NAs epilayers were believed to be related to the
ions-induced damage, and an electrical or magnetic field
applied to remove the residual energetic ions.7,8 It was also
postulated that the nonradiative traps were due to hydro
impurities since hydrogen concentration in the samp
changed when annealing.9,10 However, for nitride–arsenide
grown by solid-source molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! using
a rf-plasma cell~with no hydrogen present! the same in-
crease of luminescence efficiency with annealing w
observed.6 Recently, it was reported that interstitial nitroge
could be responsible for the low luminescence efficiency
unannealed Ga~In!NAs materials with higher nitrogen
content.5,6

Positron annihilation spectroscopy can be used to st
point defects in semiconductors, and in particular, vacanc
Positrons trapped at vacancy defects are experimentally
served as an increase in the positron lifetime and a narrow

a!Electronic mail: wei.li@orc.tut.fi
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of the momentum distribution of the annihilating electro
positron pairs.11

On the other hand, Rutherford backscattering spectro
etry ~RBS! using a high energy ion beam is a well esta
lished method to quantify the composition of matrix el
ments and impurities in near-surface layers of ma
semiconductor materials, including GaAs.12 When the ion
beam is aligned parallel to a low index crystallographic
rection in a single crystal sample, the backscattering yi
can decrease by as much as two orders of magnitude du
channeling. This phenomenon can be used to probe de
structures and lattice site locations in crystalline materia
Since RBS methods are not sensitive to nitrogen ato
nuclear reaction analysis~NRA! was employed in this study
utilizing the 14N(d,p)15N and14N(d,He)12C reactions.

In this work, we use both positron-annihilation measu
ments and NRA in conjunction with RBS to study the po
defects present in as-grown Ga~In!NAs materials grown by
MBE using a rf-plasma cell. Our data reveal a high dens
of nitrogen interstitials and Ga vacancies. These defects
believe, are responsible for the low luminescence efficie
of as-grown Ga~In!NAs materials and the enhanced diffusio
process during annealing.

The samples for this study were grown using a g
source MBE system. Group III fluxes are produced by th
mal effusion cells, group V flux is provided by a thermal
cracking AsH3, and reactive nitrogen is provided by a r
plasma cell. The Ga~In!NAs films were grown around
450 °C to incorporate N into the Ga~In!As epilayers on
GaAs. The detailed growth conditions were describ
elsewhere.2,5 After growth, ex situ rapid thermal annealing
was applied by using halogen lamps and flowing N2 gas
ambient.

The N-implanted sample was used for the calibration
secondary ion mass spectroscopy~SIMS! measurements o
4 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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nitrogen concentration in Ga~In!NAs epilayers. SIMS mea
surements were provided by VG Ionex IX70S instrume
Cs1 ions were used as primary ions and the primary
energy used was 12 keV. The nitrogen concentration
deduced from the SIMS profile based on the signal ratio
83GaN/69Ga.5

Positron annihilation spectra were measured using a
itron beam with the variable energyE50 – 40 keV. The 511-
keV-annihilation line was measured using a Ge detector w
an energy resolution of 1.3 at 511 keV. The shape of the
was described in terms of low and high electron-moment
parametersS andW, which were determined using conve
tional energy windows.13 The S parameter represents th
fraction of positrons annihilating mainly with the valenc
electrons with a longitudinal momentum component ofpL

,3.731023 m0c, wherem0 is the electron mass andc the
speed of light. TheW parameter is the fraction of annihila
tions with the core electrons with a large momentum com
nent of 1131023 m0c,pL,2931023 m0c.

The S and W parameters in 1mm-thick as-grown
Ga0.94In0.06N0.02As0.98 epilayer on GaAs were measured
300 K as a function of the position beam energy E shown
Fig. 1. For comparison, a reference Ga0.99In0.01As/GaAs
sample grown under the same growth conditions is a
shown in the figure. It is well known that positrons g
trapped at neutral and negative vacancy defects with a t
cal binding energy of.1 eV, and the electron momentum
distribution at vacancies is narrower than in the bulk13

FIG. 1. ~a! Low-momentum parametersS and ~b! high-momentum param-
eter W as a function of positron incident energy in as-grow
Ga0.94In0.06N0.02As0.98 sample. For comparison, the data for a bulk Ga
~defect free! and a Ga0.99In0.01As sample grown under the same condition a
also shown.
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Therefore, the increase ofS and the decrease ofW param-
eters are thus clear signs of vacancy defects in the sam
The value ofS is above the reference levelSB and W is
below WB found in all as-grown Ga~In!NAs samples, thus
indicating that the samples contain vacancy-type defe
Since the annihilation parameterS and W fall on the line
between the GaAs lattice and Ga vacancy, we conclude o
Ga vacancies act as positron traps.14 The concentrationCV of
Ga vacancy~or complex! can thus be calculated usingS
parameter data in the equation

CV5
Nat

mVtB

S2SB

SV2S
,

whereNat is the atomic density andtB5230 ps is the posi-
tron lifetime in the GaAs lattice. At 300 K we use the pos
tron trapping coefficientmV(300 K)51.431015s21, and for
the Ga vacancy we useSV(Ga)51.015SB .14

The concentration of Ga vacancy was calculated to
(4.260.2)31016cm23 in the GaInNAs sample and (1.
60.1)31016cm23 for the reference GaInAs~N-free! epil-
ayer, respectively. This result suggests that the Ga vaca
type defects present in the N containing samples partly
lated to the energetic N ion-induced damage, since ther
inevitably a low current of ions reaching the substrate~the rf
plasma cell will produce a much lower current of ions th
dc source!. The other source is due to the lower growth te
perature used for the nitride–arsenide materials to avoid
phase separation. As a result, the insufficient migration of
cations will contribute to the formation of Ga vacancies.

The S and W parameters in annealed~750 °C 30 s!
GaInNAs samples were also measured, and their values
almost the same as the reference levelsSB andWB , indicat-
ing most of the Ga vacancies present in the as-gro
samples are annealed out after RTA treatment.

For the channeling measurements, a beam of 1.3 M
deuterium ions with a current of 40 nA was used. The fi
spectrum taken was always the on-axis alignment, and
acquisition time for the critically aligned spectrum was ke
below the time at which irradiation damage could have
cumulated to an amount affecting the minimum yield of t
sample. In order to determine the concentration of inter
tials in the epilayer, a channel in a low index direction@100#
was probed. By comparing the N yields from spectra o
tained in random and channeling direction, the amount
nitrogen in the@100# channel could be calculated. This co
centration of interstitial nitrogen represents a lower limit f
the total concentration, since some of the possible interst
sites were shadowed by lattice atoms and would only
accessible through different channels.

Figure 2 shows the nuclear reaction yield as a funct
of energy obtained from the 100-nm-thick as-grown and
nealed GaNxAs12x epilayer ~with a 10-nm-thick GaAs cap
layer! with the ion beam aligned with the@100# ~surface nor-
mal!. The intensity of the random nitrogen is proportional
the total nitrogen concentration. Higher energies corresp
to smaller depth below the sample surface. The total nitro
concentration in this sample, as measured by SIMS,
(6.760.6)31020cm23 (x53.02%). Assuming that the N in
terstitials are within thê100& channel, measurements of th
NRA yield in the channeling and random directions una
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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biguously show that (2.560.2)% of the nitrogen is in an
interstitial lattice site for the as-grown sample~the mecha-
nisms for interstitial N formation and related configuratio
are discussed in Ref. 5!. After anneal at 750 °C for 30 s th
fraction of N interstitial decreases to (0.3060.04)%, and a
slightly increase of the interstitial to substitutional ratio
RBS yields from GaAs is observed, indicating most of the
interstitials reoccupying the substitutional sites possi
through a kickout mechanism in which an interstitial nitr
gen kicks out arsenic from the lattice resulting in an inter
tial arsenic and an substitutional nitrogen atom.15 In addition,
we find even for the low N content as-grown samplex
50.72%) the concentration of N interstitial is very hig
@(2.360.2)31019cm23#, indicating N interstitial is the ma-
jor defect formed in nitride–arsenides due to the large s
mismatch between the As and the N atom.5

The existence of high density of N interstitials and G
vacancies in the as-grown nitride–arsenide materials
significantly affect device performance, since they would
troduce band-gap levels affecting the carrier capture and

FIG. 2. Nuclear reaction yields as a function of energy~shown as channe
number! obtained for a random direction and aligned to@100# from: ~a!
as-grown and~b! annealed GaN0.03As0.97 epilayer grown by GSMBE.
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combination as well as transport process. Therefore,
nitride–arsenide materials must be annealed to obtain de
quality material. Unfortunately, the annealing out of the
defects also leads to an enhanced inter-diffusion~As–N in-
terdiffusion through kickout mechanism and/or vacanc
assistant group III interdiffusion in the case of GaInNA
GaAs! which accounts for the fast blueshift of the emissi
wavelength at the initial stages of the anneal.2,8 An alterna-
tive is to improve the design of the rf-plasma source red
ing the ion-induced damage or incorporate more indium
oms in the epilayer inhibiting the N interstitial formation
The role of indium is twofold:~1! the indium also causes th
bulk band gap to decrease, thus less N atoms are require
the nitride–arsenides for certain wavelength applications;~2!
a highly compressive strain in the epilayer induced by
indium incorporation makes N atoms energetically prefer
occupy the As sublattice than the interstitial sites during
growth.

In conclusion, we use both positron-annihilation me
surements and NRA in conjunction with RBS to study t
defects in as-grown Ga~In!NAs materials grown by molecu
lar beam epitaxy using a rf-plasma source. Our data reve
high density of nitrogen interstitials @(2.360.2)
31019cm23# and Ga vacancies@(4.260.2)31016cm23#.
We believe these point defects are responsible for the
luminescence efficiency of as-grown Ga~In!NAs materials,
which would help to understand the growth and anneal
process of Ga~In!NAs materials and other physica
properties.
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